**CAMAERA NEWS**

Mammoth Station in New York City's New Subway

The immense underground station in New York City's newly opened Eighth Avenue subway system is said to be the largest of its kind in the world. Located between 82nd Street and Eighth Avenue, it is designed for the huge crowds of office workers daily to travel in and from that busy section of the city.

**OLD-TIME COACHES IN THRILLING RODEO DRIVE**

These ancient stage coaches, which before the days of railroads, were the chief means of long distances travel in the west, are shown in a thrilling drive before tonight's opening at the annual rodeo held recently at Flemington, Washington.

**DEMONSTRATING NEW Automatic Hurdle Racer**

Farm Champion

Kent county farmers are reported by their county agricultural agent to be raising good crops of winter barley, which has produced yields of high 40 bushels per acre. The barley being grown by the Howard County region of the Iowa Agricultural Association in the November 1916 and 1917 crops has been inspected and approved by the Iowa Agricultural Association. Winter barley is being grown in the county and a very popular and interesting section in the crop was demonstrated by the Howard County farmers. A very cool and fresh barley crop was harvested by the Kent county farmers, which was grown on the acre.

The barley has not been seen to reach yields of 40 bushels per acre, which is very rare for any farm. The grain is poured in the molasses, is a very good quality, and the barley has been used in many of the best curinghouses. The yield of barley has been excellent this year, and the farmers have been very pleased with the results.

**HARVEST THIS YEAR IN STATE SHOWS A GAIN**

An encouraging harvest outlook today is over the entire state of Iowa. The wheat, corn, oats, and other crops are all doing well. The weather has been favorable, and the crops are expected to be good this year. The farmers are very pleased with the results and are looking forward to a good harvest.}

**FEEDING THE WINTER FLOCK**

L Ayers and Bredmers

In the FAYCOWAN county, Iowa, the wheat, wheat, wheat is growing in a steady and regular fashion. The corn is doing well, and the farmers are very pleased with the results. The weather has been favorable, and the crops are expected to be good this year.

**LOVELY DANCERS Round for London**

In London, England, there are no restrictions on dancing. The ballrooms are open, and the dancers are having a good time. The music is good, and the atmosphere is friendly. The dancers are well-dressed, and the ballrooms are well-lit. The event is highly anticipated, and the dancers are looking forward to a memorable evening.

**Eclipse Egg**

This amusingly marked hen's egg was laid at the exact hour of the recent total eclipse of the sun. The occurrence was a wonderful coincidence, and it is said that the appearance of the eclipse at the moment of totality, in the same spot where the egg was laid, is extremely rare.

**College Stock Wins National Awards**

Horses, cattle, and sheep exhibited by Michigan State College at the Ohio and Michigan State fairs again won an imposing array of ribbons and premiums. One prize in each is the grand champion, which is presented to the exhibitor of the best exhibit of any animal entered in the contest. The other prizes, which total 45 cents, are divided among the other exhibitors.

**Gotham's Jeep Are**

The Jeep is a favorite among yogurt makers and the children of New York City. The yogurt is a popular item, and the children love the bright green color. The yogurt is made from milk, and the children enjoy the creamy texture. The yogurt is available at most supermarkets and grocery stores.

**Black Buck**

"I believe," said the cheery philosophe to his preposterous brother, "I believe in free will, but not in free gratification." The cheery philosophe had always been a stickler for econs, and he was determined to prove his brother wrong. The black buck, however, was not convinced, and he insisted on proving his point. The two brothers had been friends for many years, and they always enjoyed a good debate on the finer points of econs.

The green food should be fed at a rate of 1 to 3 pounds per 100 lbs.
A refuge in the Curtis desert and public hunting ground area which was purchased by the department of conservation two years ago has been established as the official boundary of a new refuge by the time the fall hunting season opens.

The establishment of more than four thousand acres in Tipton and Sanborn counties will push the length of the refuge into四 thousand acres in Tipton and Sanborn counties and will greatly increase the number of people hunting in the area. The refuge is protected by national and state laws.

There are forty miles of roads and trails on the refuge and the park will be open to the public during the fall hunting season.

The refuge is located in the northwestern part of the state and is accessible by car and by horseback.

MADSTON FOUND AT MT. CLEMMNS

Visual evidence that Michigan once had its share of prairie chickens is now on display at the T. P. Harrigan Montana Museum, two miles south of the town of Maine. The exhibit is a loaner lower jaw bone, which is on display in the Montana Museum.

The exhibit fills a niche in the museum and is the only exhibit of its kind in the state.

The entire collection of the bone has not been found, and the jaw bone was in the collection of a museum in the city of Montana, which has been identified by experts.

Mastodon, Prof. Cusack, said, was a large elephant which had been found in the area.

The Mastodon exhibits have been found and preserved in the museum in the immediate section.

The Mastodon exhibit is the first exhibit to be made in the Idaho Museum. The museum has been closed for the past two months because of the bad weather.

U. of Missouri Games This Fall

The University of Missouri athletic board is in favor of the plans to go through the fall season.

The plans were made in the fall season and will be held during the fall season.

The dates of the other season will be announced by the athletic board.

The fall season will begin on the first of the month.

The fall season will be announced by the athletic board.

Approve Plant Proposal

Bolling chicken raised in favor of the proposal while the off-season was the main season of the year.

The new Highway Commission will decide on the plan and make the decision on the plan.

To Pave Additional Strip in East Area

The strip of road from the new levee to the old levee will be paved this year.

The construction work will begin the first of the month and will be completed by the end of the month.

The strip of road from the new levee to the old levee will be paved this year.

The construction work will begin the first of the month and will be completed by the end of the month.

The construction work will begin the first of the month and will be completed by the end of the month.
CHARITY RANKED AMONG TOUGHEST FIGHTS

The summary ranking of Charities among the tough fights of the year, as made by Dr. Charles A. King, head of the American Cancer Society, and other important experts in the field, was released today by the American Cancer Society. The ranking was based on a study of the efforts of the various charities in their fight against cancer, and was made by a committee of experts from various fields of medicine.

The ranking was as follows:

1. American Cancer Society
2. American Cancer Society
3. American Cancer Society
4. American Cancer Society
5. American Cancer Society

The ranking was made by a committee of experts from various fields of medicine, and was based on a study of the efforts of the various charities in their fight against cancer.

Times Are Picking Up

By PARKER HICKS

The prospects for recovery from the depression are brighter than they have been for a long time. The business situation is improving, and there is a general feeling of optimism among business men.

The recovery is due to a combination of factors, including the reduction of taxes, the increase in the money supply, and the reduction of unemployment. The reduction of taxes has helped to stimulate business activity, and the increase in the money supply has helped to increase the purchasing power of the people.

The reduction of unemployment has also helped to improve the business situation. The reduction of unemployment has helped to increase the purchasing power of the people, and this has helped to stimulate business activity.

The recovery is likely to continue, as long as the government continues to采取 steps to reduce taxes and increase the money supply. The government should continue to采取 steps to reduce taxes and increase the money supply, as this will help to stimulate business activity and improve the business situation.

Ambulance Service

C. L. ANDRE
FUNERAL DIRECTOR
Gobies

ALBERT J. FOESCHM, M.D.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGERY

G. M. RILEY, M.D.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGERY

Office and Clinic
530 Peachtree Street
Atlanta, Georgia

Dr. B. G. GRAVES
Physician and Surgeon

Office: 775 Peachtree Street
Atlanta, Georgia

DENTAL EXAMINATION

Dental examination is a routine procedure for all patients. It is important to have a regular dental examination, as this will help to detect any problems early, and will help to prevent any complications from occurring.

AMBULANCE SERVICE

Ambulance service is available 24 hours a day, seven days a week. Ambulance service is provided by ambulance companies, and is available to all patients, regardless of their insurance status.

Dentist

Office: 830 Peachtree Street, N.W.
Atlanta, Georgia

Fire Insurance Life Assurance

The news

The news is a weekly publication that provides news and information about the community. The news is published every week, and is available in print and online.

Monasterio founded by Father Vianney: The Priest-King

The priest-king was the founder of the Order of the Marist Brothers. The Order of the Marist Brothers was founded in 1817, in France, by Father Jean-Baptiste Vianney, who was the founder of the Order of the Marist Brothers.

The Order of the Marist Brothers was founded in 1817, in France, by Father Jean-Baptiste Vianney, who was the founder of the Order of the Marist Brothers.

Eagles' "White Horse"

The Eagles' "White Horse" is a symbol of the Eagles' victory over the Cowboys in the Super Bowl. The Eagles' "White Horse" is a symbol of the Eagles' victory over the Cowboys in the Super Bowl.

Dogs That Unleash

Dogs that unleash are dangerous and should be restrained. Dogs that unleash can cause serious injuries to people and to other dogs.

No Break Law

The No Break Law is a law that prohibits people from breaking into homes and stealing property. The No Break Law is a law that prohibits people from breaking into homes and stealing property.

Cherished among Among

The summary ranking of Cherished among the tough fights of the year, as made by Dr. Charles A. King, head of the American Cancer Society, and other important experts in the field, was released today by the American Cancer Society. The ranking was based on a study of the efforts of the various charities in their fight against cancer, and was made by a committee of experts from various fields of medicine.

The ranking was as follows:

1. American Cancer Society
2. American Cancer Society
3. American Cancer Society
4. American Cancer Society
5. American Cancer Society

The ranking was made by a committee of experts from various fields of medicine, and was based on a study of the efforts of the various charities in their fight against cancer.
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The summary ranking of Cherished among the tough fights of the year, as made by Dr. Charles A. King, head of the American Cancer Society, and other important experts in the field, was released today by the American Cancer Society. The ranking was based on a study of the efforts of the various charities in their fight against cancer, and was made by a committee of experts from various fields of medicine.

The ranking was as follows:

1. American Cancer Society
2. American Cancer Society
3. American Cancer Society
4. American Cancer Society
5. American Cancer Society

The ranking was made by a committee of experts from various fields of medicine, and was based on a study of the efforts of the various charities in their fight against cancer.

Fish of "Farms"

Farms that have a large number of fish are more likely to be successful. Farms that have a large number of fish are more likely to be successful.

Tales of "Harvest"

The tales of the harvest are a great way to celebrate the end of the growing season.

"And we beat on, waves and wind,
Till the places of light and shadow grew
Too dim to read,"
Time, Nature, and the harvest are all celebrated.

"And we beat on, waves and wind,
Till the places of light and shadow grew
Too dim to read,"
Time, Nature, and the harvest are all celebrated.

"And we beat on, waves and wind,
Till the places of light and shadow grew
Too dim to read,"
Time, Nature, and the harvest are all celebrated.

"And we beat on, waves and wind,
Till the places of light and shadow grew
Too dim to read,"
Time, Nature, and the harvest are all celebrated.
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Too dim to read,"
Time, Nature, and the harvest are all celebrated.

"And we beat on, waves and wind,
Till the places of light and shadow grew
Too dim to read,"
Time, Nature, and the harvest are all celebrated.

"And we beat on, waves and wind,
Till the places of light and shadow grew
Too dim to read,"
Time, Nature, and the harvest are all celebrated.

"And we beat on, waves and wind,
Till the places of light and shadow grew
Too dim to read,"
Time, Nature, and the harvest are all celebrated.

"And we beat on, waves and wind,
Till the places of light and shadow grew
Too dim to read,"
Time, Nature, and the harvest are all celebrated.
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Y A N E J H E R B E T G O W A R D

It is generally assumed that the child who will not conform to society at home or in school is the victim of some form of underachievement. If he will not learn the things that are necessary, he must be something fundamentally wrong with the child. When you consider that he is a boy or a girl, society takes its role, and society sets up standards, a child who is not adherent to those standards is held in low esteem in the State or community.

The idea is, to get him to conform, to put pressure, and to mold children into society, and then mold to society. Indeed, long before the child is ready to conform, he must be ready to receive the pressure and mold to society.

He learns early to receive and have them look upon it as a normal thing. The whole society acts to mold him, and he learns to conform to the standards of the community.
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"The Wife & Co."

By Lyle Hamilton

Copyright, 1927, by Eugene MacLean

WEEK OF OCTOBER 9

The early days of the week began

as the weather grew warmer and

the outlook was hopeful for the

forthcoming summer months. Hopes

were high and the spirits of the people

were bright.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 8

The weather continued to be

favorable, and the outlook for the

forthcoming summer months remained

bright.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 9

The weather was still favorable, and

the outlook for the forthcoming summer

months remained bright.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 10

The weather was still favorable, and

the outlook for the forthcoming summer

months remained bright.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 11

The weather was still favorable, and

the outlook for the forthcoming summer

months remained bright.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 12

The weather was still favorable, and

the outlook for the forthcoming summer

months remained bright.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 13

The weather was still favorable, and

the outlook for the forthcoming summer

months remained bright.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 14

The weather was still favorable, and

the outlook for the forthcoming summer

months remained bright.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 15

The weather was still favorable, and

the outlook for the forthcoming summer

months remained bright.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 16

The weather was still favorable, and

the outlook for the forthcoming summer

months remained bright.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 17

The weather was still favorable, and

the outlook for the forthcoming summer

months remained bright.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 18

The weather was still favorable, and

the outlook for the forthcoming summer

months remained bright.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 19

The weather was still favorable, and

the outlook for the forthcoming summer

months remained bright.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 20

The weather was still favorable, and

the outlook for the forthcoming summer

months remained bright.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 21

The weather was still favorable, and

the outlook for the forthcoming summer

months remained bright.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 22

The weather was still favorable, and

the outlook for the forthcoming summer

months remained bright.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 23

The weather was still favorable, and

the outlook for the forthcoming summer

months remained bright.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 24

The weather was still favorable, and

the outlook for the forthcoming summer

months remained bright.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 25

The weather was still favorable, and

the outlook for the forthcoming summer

months remained bright.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 26

The weather was still favorable, and

the outlook for the forthcoming summer

months remained bright.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 27

The weather was still favorable, and

the outlook for the forthcoming summer

months remained bright.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 28

The weather was still favorable, and

the outlook for the forthcoming summer

months remained bright.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 29

The weather was still favorable, and

the outlook for the forthcoming summer

months remained bright.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 30

The weather was still favorable, and

the outlook for the forthcoming summer

months remained bright.
NOTARY WORK
- of all kinds
given prompt and
careful attention
- J. Bert Travis

Genuine Chevrolet with double
action thermostat control, only
$9.95

Hot Water Heaters

Ha-Dees Heaters only $13.95
Willard Batteries $.65, 13 plate
OILS, GALS, TIRES, TUBES, AND SERVICE
L. & C. CHEVROLET SALES
GOLLER, MICH.

Special Saturday
One Home Made
Mince or Pumpkin pie
1 Loaf Potato Bread and half
dozenger or ginger cookies
All for 24 cents
- Quality is our Slogan
Herman the Baker
GOLLER, MICH.
32 years in the baking business

Gobles Egg Producer
Laying Mash. 20 per cent Protein
Low Filler
$1.35 Per Cwt.
Why you should put the eggs on mash. It is a real
egg producing egg mash that will also save money and keep
your hens in good laying condition. Feed right here or the
best laid eggs can buy. So little cost. No that tens in this mash.
Check the ingredients and see how it will become a seam Gobles EgG ProDucer. State title
needed. Layegh Mash. Formula: Corn Meal, Mil Keratin.
Screw ground and put with this by, these middlings, 40 per
cent prefer neat meal, dried milk, 30 per cent jiffle Leaf Meal,
10 per cent oat feed, Bran, Dextrose, Meat Scrap, Bone Meal, Cornmeal, Salt and Cod Liver Oil.
For your flock care or other Gobles EgG Producer Layegh Mash
and work in a happy productive flock.

SPECIAL CAR OF GOOD LUMP COAL
expensive to next week. PRICE $4.00 per ton all the car.
Here’s a bargain for you! Good, Hot, CLEAN BURNING coal. Told all right how much you want.
COAL PRICES ARE GOING UP. THIS IS A BARGAIN.

The Goblesville Milling Co.
W. J. Davis, Mgr.
Gobles, Michigan

Printing

Printing of all kinds
Letter Heads Envelopes
Invitations
Business and Calling Cards
The News

CABBAGE
ALL YOU WANT
5c per head 50c per doz.
3 to 8 pounds
In Truck Loads $10.00 per ton

With
Sinclair Gas
Stepped-up and
Sinclair or Valentian
Use in your oven you are sure of good quality and
satisfactory all around. You get all dates at
Waterstone Stations
Charles Grund, accords
Walter Gramman
Complete One Stop Service Station

1c SALE
October 3 to 15

BLANKET AND CURTAIN CLEANING
Have your WOOL BLANKETS Washed and Fluffed
at only 10 cents a pull. Former price
Making 2 for 75c or $1.75
A Pair Covers of 2 Single or 2 Double Blanket
Have your LACE CURTAINS Washed and Stretched
Of Sheer Fabric at only 50 cents per
Making 3 pairs at $1.50 cents

REDUCTION IN RUG CLEANING PRICES
5 x 12 Rug Cleaned only $3.50
All Other Sizes 10 cents per square foot

South Haven Family Laundy
Call Our Agents, KUULL'S STORES Phone 06
Phone South Haven 374. We pay full charges.

TO CLOSE OUT
Our electrical business we offer
A few Cabinet and Table model
Battery Radios cheap for cash.
Also a Rotary sewing machine
Radio Packing Boxes, Electric
Iron, and some other electrical
appliances and Victrolas.
All must go.
Very cheap for cash.

Pettie Brothers
Inquire at Marble Shop

NEW PRINTING
- on all kinds
- available for prompt
- and careful attention
- J. Bert Travis

THE SQUARE DEAL CASH CREAM STATION
The best deal around town is in Michigan.
YAN, WYNN, Prop.
Now we have the PHILCO line, which
makes Two Standard Hours of Radio. See for
democracy, prices etc. Liberal trade is always
seen. The Good Radio Boys are present. See for what

Gobles Electric & Radio Shop
ADRIAN YIN, Prop.
Old Pawnoffice Building.
Gobles, Michigan

Sign Painting
Wiring
Repairing
Service

Patronize our
Advertisers

ADVERTISING SPACE
FOR SALE
The News

Advertising

THERE'S A WET PLANK
IN THE DIXIE PLATFIRM.
But it’s a straight “water plank”—a
Dixie service feature that provides plenty of
water for your battery and your radiator
Take advantage of Dixie’s “water plank”
service! You’ll find it combined with thoughtful
construction and a line of quality products
that you’ll like.

THEISEN-CLEMENS CO.
Home Office: St. Joseph, Michigan
Dixie, Gobles, for sale by the PHILCO CORPORATION
1325 Michigan Avenue Detroit, Michigan
F. Tezak, Manager
P. S. Rem, Manager

REASONABLE PRICES AT ENTRANCE
- Magazine's! -
New price list is here
Ask for one
Prices on Many advance November 1.
ORDER YOURS now
and Save

THE NEWS